Ribose Selected as Precursor to Life.
The chemical or prebiotic evolution referred also to as pre-Darwinian evolution describes chemical reactions up to the origin of a self-replicating system that was capable of Darwinian evolution. These chemical processes took place on Earth between about 3.7 and 4.5 billion years ago when cellular life came into being. The pre-Darwinian chemical evolution usually assumes hereditary elements, but does not regard them as self-organizing processes. Physical and chemical self-organization led to uninterrupted pre-Darwinian and Darwinian evolution. Thus, it is not justified to distinguish between different types of evolution. From the many possible solutions, evolution selected among those reactions that generated catalytic networks incorporating chemical sequence information and under gradually changing circumstances produced a reproducible and stable living system that adapted to these conditions. Major issues in this review involve prebiotic reactions leading to genetic evolution involving (1) abiotic sources of components of ribonucleotides and xenobiotic nucleotides, (2) formation of prebiotic RNA, (3) development of genetic RNA from random-sequence noncoding RNA, (4) transition from RNA World to DNA Empire, (5) the role of oxygenic photosynthesis in genetic transitions, and (6) hierarchical arrangement of processes involved in the optimized genetic system.